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IWC takes  to VR for interactive journey through the desert. Image credit: IWC.

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Swiss watchmaker IWC Schaffhausen is aiming to position itself as a pioneer in luxury marketing by rolling out a
unique strategy in regards to virtual reality and digital film.

Actor Bradley Cooper stars in a choose-your-own-adventure storyline that brings users into IWC's setting through VR.
From the point of view of a motorcycle driver, viewers can control their own narrative.

"Being the storytellers of fine watchmaking, we always strive to be at the forefront when it comes to leveraging new
technologies to enrich our brand and products emotionally," said Franziska Gsell, chief marketing officer at IWC
Schaffhause.

Piloting innovative
The Swiss watchmaker recently promoted its Pilot's watches through a digital campaign featuring brand
ambassador Mr. Cooper.

Its digital campaign consists of a short film along with posts on the brand's social media pages, all involving the
actor. The short film, called "Engineered for New Horizons," showcases the Pilot's legacy as a watch inspired by
aviation and the brave men and women who fly planes (see more).

IWC has taken this short film and expanded on it, creating its interactive VR push, this time with a motorcycle
journey.

Available on Google Spotlight Series, viewers follow Mr. Cooper into the desert, as he acts as their personal guide
and mysterious navigator.
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Ready to explore some new horizons? Join Bradley Cooper on an interactive VR road trip. Download the
#GoogleSpotlightStories app on your smartphone and follow him through the Mojave Desert - Link in stories.
#RoadLessTraveled

A post shared by IWC Schaffhausen (@iwcwatches) on May 24, 2018 at 6:34am PDT

IWC stated that this is the first time Google Spotlight has taken on an interactive narrative such as this.

To participate in the video, users must download the Google Spotlight application and load IWC's "The road less
traveled" film. To view the film in its entirety, users must leverage a Google Cardboard or other form of VR headset
and their mobile device.

Similar to a video game, the protagonist's thoughts can be heard throughout the film, helping push the story along as
the viewer and Mr. Cooper travel through the Mojave Desert outside of Los Angeles.

Throughout certain points in the film, users can make decisions within the storyline that will impact the outcome of
the narrative.

As viewers encounter various characters along the way and eventually board a small plane, the trip embodies an
edgy but elegant representation.

But its unique narrative is not without the presence of the brand's watches, and introduces its Pilot's collection
including Pilot's Watch Timezoner Chronograph, Big Pilot's Watch Edition "Le Petit Prince" and Pilot's Watch
Chronograph Spitfire.
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Bradley Cooper stars in IWC's VR film

IWC digital innovation
While IWC's new VR film can be considered an innovative step into marketing, the brand is also leveraging digital
for modernized ecommerce.

Contrasting the Swiss watch industry's traditional antipathy to digital experiences and ecommerce, the Swiss
watchmaker gave customers more control through an online watch customizer.

With the Swiss watch industry often exuding opulence with high-end customer service in stores via product
personalization, IWC is bringing that experience online. Through a special online tool, users can now design their
own personalized watch and purchase it digitally (see more).

"With the launch of an interactive VR story, we once again underscore our role as a pioneer in luxury goods
marketing, and deliver on our promise to create exciting content for watch lovers around the world," Ms. Gsell said.
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